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Module 1- Pharmacodynamics: principle of drug
• Pharmacodynamics=term used to describe effect of drug on body
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Drug targets:
o Cell surface- transporters, receptors, ion channels
o Intracellular- enzyme, nuclear receptors, protein synthesis
Membrane receptors
o Bind to receptor on the surface to cause a change in configuration
o There are both inhibitory and stimulatory receptors
o E.g. beta-adrenergic receptors which are a type of G protein receptor
o When a drug e.g. salbutamol binds to it, it changes config and induces
change in association of G-protein complex. GDP attached to alpha
subunit is converted to GTP and alpha subunit detaches (energy comes
from GTP). This allows alpha subunit inside cell to induce change-can be
inhibitory or stimulatory.
Ion Channels
o Control ionic gradient in cell by regulating channels and hence release of
ions
o A sodium channel regulates sodium ions, an impulse is a result of sodium
channels opening and allowing positive charge accumulation inside the
cell thereby creating a membrane potential
o Drugs that block Na+ channels can reduce activity of neurons meaning
less impulses/feeling so can be used as local aesthetic (LA)
o Proposal of how this works is that LA’s are weak base that can travel
through membrane and accumulate inside cell when in unionised form.
Inside cell, aqueous enviro, can donate proton to become ionised and can
bind to channels from inside cell and stop them from working. Two drugs
that can do this are cocaine and lidocaine.
Enzymes
o Cyclooxygenase (COX) is an enzyme associated with endo reticulum
o Low dose aspirin is used to irreversibly inhibit COX in platelets which
stops platelets from clotting blood, hence thinning blood.
o Aspirin vs indomethacin vs paracetamol
▪ Both aspirin and indo inhibit COX and are anti inflammatory
▪ Indo is much more analgesic potent (10x more than aspirin) and
inhibits it more and so has significant risk like cardiovascular and
GI toxicity and bleeding
▪ Aspirin binds irreversibly unlike indo which binds reversibly but
can also cause GI bleeding
▪ Paracetamol- similar pharmacological effects as aspirin with less
side effects but don’t know how it works. Not anti-inflammatory
Transporters
o Antidepressants block serotonin, dopamine and noradrenaline
transporters to cause a build-up of these chemicals
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o Dopamine is a ‘feel good chemical’
that normally crosses gap between
nerve cells and triggers a chain
reaction to make you feel good.
Dopamine then returns to original
nerve cell for further use. Cocaine
causes huge increases in amount of
dopamine being released and stops
dopamine from returning to nerve
cell causing build up. It blocks the
dopamine transporters which send
dopamine back to nerve cell. If
transporters are blocked, dopamine just sits there and builds up.
o In contrast amphetamine re-enters the nerve cell through transporters,
competing for reuptake with dopamine
o Nortriptyline binds to transporter like cocaine does and stops dopamine
from binding. It also prevents closure of the external vestibule on
transporter so that dopamine can pass freely through transporter.
Nuclear receptors
o Similar to membrane receptors but this is just in the cell
o E.g. is tamoxifen:

Bacterial Protein Synthesis
o Antibiotics are selective for bacterial ribosomes
o Different antibiotics effect translation of protein in different ways:
▪ Chloramphenicol binds to 50S portion and inhibits formation of
peptide bond
▪ Streptomycin changes shape of 30S portion of ribosome
causing mRNA to be read incorrectly
▪ Erythromycin binds to 50S and prevents movement of
ribosome along mRNA
▪ Tetracycline interferes with attachment of tRNA to mRNA
ribosome complex
o Don’t kill cell by stopping protein synthesis
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An agonist is a small molecule that activates a receptor that has a physiological
regulatory function. Can be endogenous (from body) or exogenous (not from
body)
Agonists bind to receptors, this binding is governed by the affinity of agonist for
receptor and the forces can be electrostatic, H-bonding, Van der Waals or
hydrophobic.
The response that occurs following binding is determined by efficacyEmax=maximum response achievable and this is determined by how well
agonist activates the receptor.

Law of mass action-at equil the rate of reaction (ie response) is proportional to
product of concentration of reactants (drug and receptor). This means that by
increasing the conc of drug or the number of receptors, the chemical reaction
increases so binding and a complex forming is more likely.
o As we increase conc of agonist we increase probability of binding to
receptor. If we increase number of receptors, less conc of agonist required
to achieve same response

o
Ligand is any molecule that binds to a receptor
Affinity is indicated by dissociation constant and is a conc (units M). KD=conc of
ligand at which 50% of receptors are occupied
The lower the KD the greater the affinity for ligand to receptor
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o shows relationship between ligand and receptor
o proportion bound vs ligand conc generates rectangular hyperbola
o When conc is in log units→ sigmoidal curve
Determining amount binding:
o Issue is that not all agonist may bind to receptor (specific binding) and
some may bind to tissue. We use an antagonist to bind to receptor so we
can measure non specific binding of radioactive agonist and subtract it
from total amount bound to obtain specific binding amount
One way to obtain KD is using a Scatchard plot

o

▪
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KD=conc at which half receptors are occupied
Bmax= max amount of agonist which can specifically bind to
receptors
Plots ratio of bound ligand/unbound ligand against bound ligand
concentration

The greater the cooperativity the more efficient the drug at binding to receptor
and the steeper the slope of proportion of receptor sites occupied vs agonist conc
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Potency is a comparative measure, refers to different doses of 2 drugs required
to produce identical effect.

EC50 (drug conc that produces 50% of max response) is not equal to KD (drug
conc when 50% of receptors are occupied) when there are spare receptors. Max
response can occur without all receptors being occupied if we run out of ligand
to bind.
ED50=effective dose to give half maximal response
PD2=-logEC50
The greater the efficacy the greater the intrinsic activity. Max intrinsic activity
achievable is 1, antagonist has IA of 0.
Partial agonist:

o
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Nicotinic acetylcholine agonists (e.g. acetylcholine or nicotine) bind to receptor
to cause a conformational chain which opens up channels and release NA+ ions
in cytoplasm (and K+ out). There is a release of stored vesicles of ACh which
diffuse to act on mACh. mACh use a G protein and when ACh binds, it changes
shape and releases alpha subunit. In both cases calcium ions are released to
cause contraction.
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• An antagonist is a type of ligand that blocks or dampens a biological response by
binding to a receptor
• Can be competitive or non-competitive both of which can be reversible or
irreversible
o Reversible means binds non covalently so can be ‘washed out’ by
increasing conc of agonist.
o Irreversible binds covalently and cannot be displaced by agonist.

o Competitive agonists bind to active site of receptor where agonist binds
thus blocking agonists actions.
o Non-competitive binds to allosteric site (non agonist) of receptor to
prevent activation of receptor altogether
Reversible antagonists
• Antagonists cause no change in slope of concentration-effect curve and no
change in the efficacy as agonist can compete if conc is increased and displace
antagonist.
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KB is dissociation constant of an antagonist, molar conc required to
occupy 50% of receptors. if KB is small and antagonist conc is high,
antagonist will have more pronounced effect
For a competitive reversible antagonist pKB=pA2
o pKB=(-logKB)
o KB=dissociation constant
o pA2 is a measure of potency of an antag. It is negative log conc (p)
of antagonist (A) that would produce a 2 fold shift in conc
response curve for an agonist.
Schild plots are used to determine disassociation constant
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rA=concentration ratio
XB=conc of antagonist
X’A=NEW half maximal occupancy (EC50) in presence of given conc of antagonist
XA=EC50 of agonist with no antagonist present.
Dose ratio gives you shift in curve
We calculate the log(rA-1) for each concentration of antagonist added, an
example for atropine at 10-8M is shown above.
After doing this we plot a graph of log(rA—1) against antagonist conc (XB) ie
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This should give straight line with gradient 1 if antagonist is competitive
The x-intercept is -logKB(=pA2 if competitive)
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So if we used an atropine conc of 2.2x10 -9M there will be a two fold shift in Schild
curve
To determine potency of an antagonist (IC50) you must maximally activate
receptor to agonist then measure conc of antagonist required to halve the
response. IC50 is measured as conc of antagonist.
o IC50 is conc of antagonist which produces 50% inhibition
Other types of (less important)
antagonism:
o Irreversible competitive-must be
very careful as at low doses it is
easy to confuse with reversible as
can be bind to spare receptors. At
higher concs it will be clear that it
is irreversible. Must use range of
concs to know for sure
o Non-competitive-e.g. blocking
downstream mechanism
o Physiological antagonism-cause a
physiological change e.g. ACh
increases bronchial tone and
adrenaline decreases it
o Equations don’t apply
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Sympathetic nervous system:
o Flight or fight, prepares body for physical activity
o ACh acts on nicotine acetylcholine receptor here for all ganglia which
opens ligand gated ion channels and sends chemical messages instantly
o Noradrenaline terminal except for sweat glands which have ACh ganglia
o Shorter preganglionic nerve fibres and longer post ganglionic nerve fibres
Parasympathetic
o Cholinergic ie only releases acetylcholine
o Opposite, relaxes body and inhibits or slows many high energy functions
o Longer pre ganglionic nerve fibres and shorter post ganglionic nerve
fibres
o ACh ganglia
ACh acts on all nicotinic receptors and muscarinic no matter whether
sympathetic or para

•
o Hyperpolarisation is build up of negative charge inside cell e.g. though
chlorine ions, depolarisation is normal build up of positive charge usually
through sodium ions
o SO nicotinic ACh receptors are ligand gated ion channels and muscarinic
ACh receptors are GPCR

Physiological Antagonism
• Physiological antagonism-cause a physiological change

•
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Vagus nerve interfaces w/ parasympathetic control of heart, lungs and GIT
Three important G-protien to remember
o Gs-stimulated G protein that activates adenylyl cyclase, increasing cAMP
o Gi-inhibatory G protein that inhibits adenylyl cyclase therefore lower
cAMP
o Gq-stimulatory G protein that activates phospholipase C (PLC), producing
diacyl glycerol (DAG) and IP3 which increases calcium levels
Increased cAMP causes contraction in cardiac cells but relaxation in smooth
muscle cells

The heart

o The push – increase heart rate (sympathetic)
▪ Noradrenaline binds to ß1-adrenoceptors on pace maker cells and
myocytes causing the G s subunit to activate adenylyl cyclase,
resulting in increased cAMP which causes increased Ca2+ for
contraction and increased heart rate
o The pull – decreased heart rate (parasympathetic)
▪ ACh binds to the muscarinic-2 ACh receptors in the heart causing G
i subunit to act which inhibits adenylyl cyclase and therefore there
is less cAMP and less calcium ions available. Further, the speed of

depolarisiation is slowed. Also reduce contractile forces of the
atrial cardiac muscle, and reduce conduction velocity of the
atrioventricular node (AV node).

•
The lung
• Opposite to heart in that PNS involves contraction and SNS involves relaxation
o The push – narrowing of airways (contraction of airway smooth muscle)
▪ ACh-M3ACh R, histamine – H1 R, leukotrienes – cycLT1 R
▪ G alpha q activating phospholipase C (metabolises plasma
membrane) to generate the second messengers inositol
triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG). The second
messengers in smooth muscle lead to increase cytosolic free
calcium which increase myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) so easier
to phosphorylate myosin and form cross bridges and this
promotes contraction
o The pull – dilation of narrowed airways (relaxed of airway smooth
muscle)
▪ Adrenaline – beta2 adrenoceptor (Gs, relaxation); note adrenaline
app 20x more potent than noradrenaline at these receptors.
Activates adenylyl cyclase which increases cAMP and ultimately
causes lower calcium and inhibits MLCK which inhibits myosin
phosphorylation causing smooth muscle relaxation.
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A physiological antagonist is an agonist
o Another way to find EC50 for physiological antagonists only is to add the
drug e.g. salbutamol and note the shift in the curve and determine the
conc that gives a RA of 2

•

Desensitisation is the phenomenon whereby the effect of a drug gradually
diminishes when it is given continuously or repeatedly
Main mechanisms of desensitisation
o Loss of coupling. The receptor can no longer activate second messenger
cascades (only takes minutes to develop)
o Translocation of receptors (endocytosis): is a slower process and can take
hours
o Exhaustion of mediators, for example, the repeated used of
amphetamines results in the depletion of amines from the nerve terminal
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